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Sticks as Structures -  Part II

By  Richard Roth

Before I get started with this installment, I would like to thank those who responded to me during
the last few weeks asking questions and making suggestions.  This makes the time spent
writing such an article much more worth while.  In response to some of the questions that have
been asked, I have decided to spend more time with the subject and therefore will extend it to a
third installment.  This issue will cover how lines are routed and bracing or more correctly guying
the poles.  The next will discuss the top framing and some other topics dealing with those things
for which the pole was really intended.

When a company begins planning for a line to be strung from one point to another there is
considerable engineering that first must be done.  The basis for this engineering is to route the
line in a manner that is least costly, most friendly to the environment and least disruptive to
those living and working around it.  I am going to leave the last two items alone as there are as
many ideas addressing them, as there are people in the world so that discussion would be a “no
win” situation.

 While the least costly would first seem to be the straightest line that could be drawn from point
“A” to point “B”, that is not necessarily the truth.  Landform and other obstacles such as lakes,
rivers, hills, mountains, and other things can add costs and therefore provide cause for more
circuitous routing.  Another major consideration is the need for obtaining permission to route the
lines along and across privately owned property.  Lines are built on what is called “rights-of-
way”, a legalese term for a strip of land that has been bought or otherwise designated for such a
purpose.  For this reason, very many lines strung today are strung on existing poles.  The poles
are already on exiting right-of-way and very much simplify the task of routing.

This need for right-of-way can explain why lines sometimes make wide or otherwise crazy turns
to avoid property owned by those opposed to the presence of the lines on their property.  For
many years my father worked for an electrical power supplier and his job was negotiation of
rights-of-way.  I heard stories of lines that wondered several miles from a straight line because
of one or more large property owner’s obsession with not having the lines on their property.

This means that modeling the lines can include these same sorts of diversions.  Do you have a
farm or other property on your layout?  Maybe you want to bring the line near to this area and
then deviate around it before continuing with what was a straight line.  This can add some
unique structures such as some that will be discussed later in this issue or the next.

It can also mean that the lines must be build on the right-of-way along a road, rail line, or other
pre existing entity that has the right to enter and use the land for common purposes.  Power
lines often follow railroads because they are usually relatively straight and therefore can offer
reduced costs for construction of the lines.  Roads are often less friendly because they
frequently change direction either gradually or in some cases very abruptly requiring additional
structures or hardware on the poles.
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A power line built along a sweeping curve can mean the need for several considerations by the
line builder.  Do they follow the outside or inside of the curve?  Do they straighten the curve out
by moving away from the road at points and then rejoining it at some point?  In this area, there
are rights-of-way that are carryovers from many years past.  Old rail lines that have long been
removed may still serve as routing for lines.  The same hold true for trolley and interurban lines
that existed as much as 100 years ago.  The rights-of-way may still be viable.  It is for that
reason that you may see a power or other type of line roughly parallel a road but maybe several
hundred feet away.  These lines were constructed on the old right-of-way and the road later built
to replace the once existing tracks.  The road may have meandered to provide better
approaches to obstacles such as creeks, rivers and even hills.  At times one may even see the
tree lines defining these as remnants of years long ago.

Enough now about routing, now lets get to the meat of some construction.  When lines deviate
from a straight line, they require some additional structures to remain stationary against the
ravages of weather and more.  The diagrams below show some lines converging in some very
opportune configurations.   Branching can serve a very important role in bracing poles and
eliminating undesirable strain.  Note that each of these show a single line such as would be
typical of a phone or information cable.  It could be either wire or fiber optic, they both are
treated much the same.

Diagram #1 -   Ideal Pole / Line Treatments

Straight through at pole

         Intersecting lines at pole
       Diverging lines at pole

Notice that in each of the views shown, lines coming to the pole serve to pose an opposing
force on other lines at the pole.  Thus, the strains on the pole by one line are cancelled by
opposite strains from other lines.  This is the ideal situation.  In many actual applications
however; this is not possible so some sort of strain must be added in the form of a guy line.

Guy lines come in three basic forms, down-guys, head-guys, and strut-guys.  Each has its
value, but the first, the down guy is the preferred in any application because it is the least costly
in most instances and is the best in negating the strains on the pole.  These guys are placed on
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the pole so as to either pull directly on a given line or on an angle when the line is not straight
on at the pole.  In some instances more than one down-guy may be necessary either because
of the angles at which several lines converge or because there are multiple layers of lines on
the pole.  More will be addressed about the subject of multiple layers next time.

For now, we will deal with just one layer such as the phone cable.  In the following examples,
the line is shown as the heavier or darker line while the guy is shown in the lighter line.

Diagram # 2 - Guy-line Positioning

Moderate direction change Radical direction change Line termination

In each of the views above, there is at least one guy line that is exerting a force either directly
opposite the line or at an angle that is approximately opposite half the angle formed.  In this
way, the force of the line is either negated or eliminated completely.

Diagram # 3 - Types of Guy-lines

           Down-guy       Head-guy      Strut-guys

In each of the above views, the heavy line represents the cable and the lighter ones the guy
lines.  It is not unusual to see a head-guy combined with a down guy to provide the proper strain
elimination on a pole.  One of the frequent uses of this form of guying is with the head-guy
spanning a road or creek and a down-guy serving at the final leg to the ground.  The strut-guy is
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the least used of the above because it is the least effective in eliminating strain.  The strain is
merely transferred to a lower section of the same pole.  In each of the views in diagram # 3, the
guy-line is attached to the pole at the same level at which the cable is attached in single cable
applications.  This will discussed more in the next issue.

When making guy anchors, I have found that the cut-off eye end of needles work very well.  If a
plastic pole is used, all that is required is to heat up the cut end and press it into the pole until
the proper depth is reached.  If using a wood pole, the cut end can be filed or ground so there
are flats on opposite sides much like a screwdriver.  Insert the eye into a drill chuck.  By
maintaining a light force on the needle, the flattened cut end can be used to drill a hole into the
pole.  The hole will be the same size as the needle so the needle will fit snuggly into the hole
when finished.  By shopping around, needles of the proper size and shape for fittings used in
your area can be found.

The next time I will show some photos of various forms of framing and poles serving multiple
uses.  See you then. - DR

International Division Holds March 1st Meet

The International Division of the Niagara Frontier Region of the National Model Railroad
Association is having a Meet on March 1st.  It will be held at the Grand Island Rec Center
located at 3278 Whitehaven Road, Grand Island, NY.

Registration is at 9:30am, starting at 10:am.  Fees will be the usual, about $4.00.  There will be
no model contests per se, but you are encouraged to bring models for display.

Clinics will be as follows:  10:00am Dick Senges will present a slide show explaining how he
built the 1830’s scenery at the Medina Railroad Museum in 8 days.  Also, a special demo
module has been constructed specifically for this clinic showing the various scenery steps.  Dick
is an accomplished model railroader, especially in the scenery area.  He has achieved NMRA
AP Certification in three areas:   Scenery, Structures, and Railroad Model Author.   Dick is also
editor and publisher of the Rochester Model Rails newsletter.

At 11:00am, John Ames will give a clinic on the “History of Track”.

In the PM, Robert Langlois will give a hands on 3-hour clinic “Making a Railway Crossing
Circuit”.  Advance booking is required so Robert knows how many kits to bring.  Additional Clinic
cost is $10.00 Canadian, and $6.00 US funds.   Soldering skills will be taught.   Tools required:
25-35 watt soldering iron with stand, extension cord for the soldering iron, tweezers, needle
nose pliers, side cutters, fine sand paper (200 – 400 grit) to clean the contacts, utility knife, and
a cutting mat.

For information and advance booking, contact Chuck Faist at:    Faistc@hwcn.org
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By Dick Senges

In Part I we covered the basic form using corrugated and the Wet N
Shape material.  Part II will cover the plaster and dirt steps.

Next is the plaster step – I knew there was plaster in here somewhere!
But when you apply the layer of U S Gypsum Industrial Hydrocal white
plaster (buy it in 100 pound bags) it will not hit the floor since the scenic
base is completely sealed with the Wet N’ Shape!   It is important in this
step to apply a thin layer of Hydrocal quickly using a paint brush since it
will re-wet the Wet N’ Shape and temporarily making it soft again.  Let the
plaster dry completely before proceeding to the next step.

Mix up a batch of Hydrocal plaster and now, instead of brushing it on the
base, stipple it on the base using only the end of the brush.   This will
produce a nice semi-rough dirt like texture in the plaster.  Let this plaster
dry before going on.

If you want custom contours in some areas, now is the time to do it.   An
easy material to use here is Sculptamold.  I use it sparingly since it is
relatively expensive as compared to Hydrocal.  But can be shaped with
your figures, does not dry as fast as plaster, and has a nice rough finish
when dry.

The next thing that I do is to coat the whole area with a layer of dirt
colored latex paint.  Hate to look at white plaster so the brown paint goes
on as soon as the last layer of plaster is dry.  The paint can be purchased
at Home Depot and is the least expensive latex paint that they sell.  They
will mix it to your dirt colored brown sample if you ask.  Just slosh this
paint on the plaster.  It will dry relatively fast and not leave brush marks.
This step is necessary since you do not want the white plaster to show
through the next layer.

Next is what makes the dirt look like real dirt.  It IS real dirt!  Mix up a
slurry of white glue, water and sifted dirt in a small bowl.  Do this mixing
away from the layout since the sifted dirt may cause some dust clouds.
Then carry the slurry to the layout to apply.  Just some words about the
dirt.  It is collected, dried, crushed in a pestle and mortar, and then sifted
in a kitchen sieve and stored for this use.

Creating the Scenic Base with

Wet N Shape – Part II
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When the dirt slurry dries, it will form a very durable surface, somewhat
like 100 grit dark brown sandpaper.  It looks like real dirt since it is real
dirt.   If you want a lighter color to the finished dirt such as a dirt road,
sprinkle some dry sifted dirt on the wet dirt as it dries.  The more dirt
sprinkled, the lighter the dirt will look when it dries.  If your want a dark
surface, let the dirt dry wet.

One nice feature of having your base made of dirt and white glue is that
you can always go back and re-wet the slurry, and it turns to mush (white
glue is always soluble in water).  This allows you to modify the scenery as
you like or to remove a building for repairs.  As long as the dirt slurry stays
dry, it is as hard as a rock.  In order to save money, purchase your white
glue by the gallon at the Lowe’s store.

Now it’s time to add ground foam, lichen, sticks, etc., but that’s another
story.  Hope you had fun reading this article and try your hand using some
Wet N’ Shape for your next scenic base.

Scenery Tip
Ever wanted that gray steel look on your models but was not sure how to
achieve that soft not so shiny steel rail look.

For the tires on wagon wheels, try using a #2 pencil on the bottom on the
metal tires – the part the touches the ground.  Just rub some of the lead
from the pencil on the wagon tire and bingo, there’s the color your are
looking for.  And it is quick and easy.  Also works on the belt side of
pulleys, like those use in a sawmill or shop.

Another product, which is somewhat more expensive, is Neolube
introduced to me by Jack Matsik of Rochester.  This product is sold as the
“superior electrically conductive dry lubricant” by PBL of Ukiah, CA.  It is
suggested for: valve gear, wheel treads, driver tires, shay drives, and
coupler & coupler knuckle faces.  It is especially great on side rods for
your steam engines.

The material is liquid and appears to be graphite in a solution of
isopropanol (isopropyl alcohol). Before using the product, you need to
shake the wide mouth jar to mix up the contents.  And you definitely do not
want to get this stuff on your hands.  It is very black and hard to get off!
PBL can be reached at www.p-b-l.com
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Athearn Diesel vs. Proto 2000 (P2K) Diesel
By  Louis Nost  (Lokolou)

In the last few years the HO model railroading community has been blessed with many new diesel
locomotives produced by Proto 2000 (P2K), a division of Life Like Manufacturing Co.  Upon
examination it appears that the drive train in most of the units has been assembled with Athearn parts.
What really strikes me is the fact that these P2K engines run smoother and quieter than almost any of
the eighty Athearn units I have owned in the past.  I have performed many maintenance and upgrade
procedures on this fleet of Athearn engines and have only approached the level of running that P2K
has achieved out of the box.  Being the inquisitive type I had to know why this difference in
performance existed.

The first thing one notices is that the motor is hard wired to the chassis and trucks.  There is no
spring clip used on top or bottom of the motor.  Although not a factor in smooth or quiet operation, it is a
factor for reliable operation.

A nice functional feature of the P2K chassis is the inclusion of a directional constant lighting
circuit board employing 6 diodes. Three diodes are active in each direction and each will absorb .75
volts.  This circuit is wired in series with the motor and drops the voltage to the motor by 2.25 volts,
contributing to a more realistic lower top speed.  An interesting screw up has occurred on two of the
Proto engines that I am aware of.  The E8/9 (P2K) and the F3 (P1K) lighting circuit boards utilize only 4
diodes, as these engines do not have lights in the rear.  Three diodes are used for forward running and
only 1 diode is used for reverse running.  This gives a 1.5 volt difference in motor voltage [(.75v.x 3)-
(.75v.x1)=1.5v] between forward and reverse operation.  This only becomes a problem when you try to
run a pair of similar units back to back as many E’s and F’s were.  The voltage difference, hence speed
difference, would result in the two engines fighting each other and cause a grinding noise as wheels
slip on one unit or the other.  Curing this is simply a matter of adding 2 diodes to the circuit boards of
the offending units.  I believe Proto has fixed the problem on the newer F3-A models but not on the
older run of E8/9-A units.  The newer edition of the E8/9 A&B units, to be introduced in 2003 may have
this oversight corrected, and will most likely be DCC ready too.

Another feature of the P2K locomotives is the enormous weight fastened to the chassis.  This
weight is contoured to fit around all moving components without interference and to fit snugly inside the
body shell keeping it from resonating.  Most pieces of the GP and SD series body shells are glued
(ACC’d) or heat staked together, making it a little easier to kit-bash or upgrade to a higher set of
standards.

The biggest contributors to quiet running in favor of P2K, in my opinion, are:

1. Commutator reduced diameter, which reduces the surface speed of the commutator under the brushes, and
brush wear.

2. Concentric commutator which eliminates brush bounce.
3. Smaller diameter brushes, which reduce contact area and friction on commutator.
4. Heavy brush holder molded into the end bell which resists resonating as speed increases.
5. Tighter tolerance between brushes and holder which reduces brush chatter.
6. Tight tolerance on flywheel balance and concentricity, which reduces vibration.
7. Massive weight that covers most of the drive mechanism which muffles drive train noise.
8. Strong motor magnets, which allow for ample starting torque at low voltage.
9. Reduced motor speed at full throttle due to the (1.5v) lighting circuit voltage drop.
10. Gears seem to fit more precisely in truck gear towers.
11. Drive wheels are turned true, not pressed or sintered.
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   vs.   
Feature Athearn Proto 2000

Motor:
Armature Diameter 0.571” 0.574”
Armature Shaft Dia. 0.125” 0.089”

Commutator Diameter 0.305” 0.225”
Arm. Stack Length 0.684” 0.755”
Arm. Laminations 34 37

Brush Holder Brass Hollow Rivet Heavy Brass Turning
Brush Diameter 0.127” 0.116”

Outer Shell Seam Dovetailed Spot Welded
Magnet Strength Wimpy Strong

Rotation with + on top CCW facing Brushes CW facing Brushes
Top & Bottom Clip 0.190” wide 0.195” wide

Motor End Bells Mold sprew on
fireman’s side

Mold sprew on
engineer’s side

Other Features:
Blomberg Sideframes ‘SLR 7207’ inscription No inscription

Wheels Magnetic
Sintered steel

Non-magnetic
Blackened brass

Wheel Bearings (square) Oilite non-magnetic Magnetic
Gear tower assembly Brass Rivets Steel Rivets

Flywheels Pressed on Shaft Glued on Shaft (Acc.)
Electrical Contacts Steel Spring Clip Hard soldered wires

Lighting One 12v. bulb in
parallel with motor

1.5v. bulbs, directional
and constant lighting in

series with motor
Most plastic drive train

parts
Shiny and smooth Sandblasted texture

Design standards English Metric
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Geoff writes:

I am trying to make fallen leaves for
my diorama and am not sure how to
do this.  I know I can purchase brass
leaves, but this seems expensive.

Doc:

Geoff – You are right in that
purchasing brass leaves would be a
very expensive way to go.  I suggest
the following:

1. Collect fallen (1:1 scale) real
leaves from outside.

2. Bring the leaves inside and let
them dry completely.  Speed up
the process by placing them in a
microwave oven.

3. If you prefer to remove  the  stem
material from the leaves, hold the
stem in your right hand and the
leaf in your left hand, and pull the
stem.  Discard the stem material.

4. When completely dry and  crispy,
place the leaf material into an old
electric blender.

5. Run the blender until the scale
size is achieved.

In step # 3 above, if you want to
leave in the stems, that’s OK if you
want a somewhat debris look to your
forest floor.

Also, there is no need to use water in
this process.  Just make sure that
your leaves are very dry and so
crispy that they crumble in your
hands before you put them into the
blender.

Another tip is to purchase a used
blender from a Thrift Store in your
area for use in your model railroad
work.   Much better than using the
“kitchen blender”.  A good one with
multiple speeds can be procured for
$3.00.

This process works well with brown
fall leaves, but also works with red,
yellow, and orange leaves.  For best
effect, do not blend the colors
together in the blender.   Blend the
colors separately and then mix the
colors on your diorama.

  Ask Doctor Dick (The Scenery Doctor)
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Pennsylvania Railroad Cabin Cars
Paint Schemes

by Jack Matsik

I wish to make a disclaimer that this is an accurate historic document.  I’ve researched PRR information for the purpose of
modeling Pennsy cabin cars on my model railroad (circa 1900-1968).

PAINTING SPECIFICATIONS

Freight Service Cabin Cars

Exterior

Body Iron Work Roof Underframe

1885-1919 Cabin Car Color* Black Metallic Brown Metallic Brown

1920-1964 Freight Car Color**   (entire car)

1965-1968 Focal Orange*** *** Black Focal Orange

∑ Cabin Car Color - was bright red (PRR specs:  1885-scarlet lead cromate;  1911-
                                       toluidine red).

**    Freight Car Color - changed over the years ranging from an almost orange red (iron 
oxide) to tuscan brown to tuscan red as purchased pigments changed.

1920-1939  Orange Red.
1940-1954  Tuscan Brown.
1955-1964  Tuscan Red.
Note:  The above  breakdown dates are approximations.

Detail changes over the years.
1949  Grabirons (body & platform ends) – Chrome Yellow.

                 Roof – black (including cupola roof & grabirons), platform underside of roof Freight
                            Car Color.
                 Cupola sides – Freight Car Color.
                 Roofwalks – sometimes Freight Car Color, sometimes black.

Early 1950s  Entire cupola – Black.

1961 Entire cupola – Chrome Yellow signifies through pool service East-West.

1963 Entire cupola – Gray signifies through pool service North-South (electrified
                                   Territory).
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***  Focal Orange -  was applied only to steel cabin cars.
Cupola sides and roofwalks - sometimes Focal Orange, sometimes Black.
Roof – Black (including cupola roof), platform underside of roof Focal Orange.
Body and end grabirons White, cupola grabirons Focal Orange.
   

Interior

1916-1959 Buff
1960-1968 Light Green

Trucks

Black enamel when new.

Painted same as body when shopped and repainted.

Marker Lamps

Chrome Yellow with single red lens.

Smoke Stack

Silver galvanized pipe (including stack cap and drip cover on roof pipe).

MofW Service Cabin Cars

1885-1939 Freight Car Color - same as MofW equipment (cabin same as standard freight service).

1940-1952 Battleship Gray - same as Mof W equipment.
Body – Battleship Gray (including platform underside of roof).
Hardware – Black.
Roof (including entire cupola) – Black, sometimes cupola sides 
Battleship Gray.
Underframe (including platforms) – Black, sometimes Battleship Gray.

1953-1968 Chrome Yellow - same as MofW equipment.
Body – Chrome Yellow (including platform underside of roof).
Hardware – Black.
Roof (including entire cupola) – Black, sometimes cupola sides Chrome Yellow.
Underframe (including platforms) – Black, sometimes Chrome Yellow.
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Passenger Service Cabin Cars
1926-1968    Freight Car Color - The PRR used cabin cars on REA
express/baggage trains instead of rider coaches. Freight cabin cars were
transferred/assigned to passenger service or back to freight service depending
on REA service requirements. Only steel cabin cars were used for passenger
service: classes N5, N5b (only 4), N5c (only 3). A total of 55 passenger car
numbers were used from the block of numbers 4980-5034. A total of 72 different
freight cabin cars were used over the years (17 different passenger car numbers
were reused a second time as the REA service requirements dropped during the
depression and ballooned again during WWII).

Once assigned to passenger service, the cabin car was refitted for passenger
service (steam lines added), the six digit freight service number was changed to
a four digit passenger service number and the lettering “ASSIGNED TO
PASSENGER SERVICE” and “RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY” added to the
car. These changes would be removed when reassigned back to freight service.
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Lakeshores Division
Offers Plan Book

The Lakeshores Division of the
Niagara Frontier Region of the
National Model Railroad Association
is offering a Plan Book of 14
interesting railroad structures and
cars.  The Plan Book includes plans
for depots, freight stations, coal
tower, crossing shanty, caboose,
yardmaster’s office, tank car, loading
ramps, block station, whistle post,
and telltales.   Railroad covered are:
LV, NYC, B&H, N&M, PRR and the
Erie.

The plans are drawn in various
scales and the book measures 8.5” x
14”.  A conversion table is provided
for other scales.   The Plan Book can
be purchased for $10.00 at the
Spring Meet in Auburn , NY, on April
12th or from Dave Mitchell, the
Superintendent of the Lakeshores
Division.  Contact him at:
DBMitch@frontiernet.net

               PHOTO  TIPS
By Dave Thompson

When your slides are properly
placed into a slide tray use a felt tip
pen to mark the edge of the upper
right corner of the slides. Also
numbering slides can help get them
back in order faster. It’s all too easy
to spill slides when you least expect
it.

     LAKESHORES DIVISION

             April 12th  MEET

            MODEL CONTEST

By Harold W. Russell

The spring 2003 Lakeshores Division
Meet will be held in Auburn, NY, on
April 12th. There will be two model
contests, per se.  The Popular
Choice Model Contest and Merit
Award Model judging.

These contests have proven to be
one of the more interesting aspects
of the meets and are an excellent
way to show what you have been
working on the past six months.

The Popular Choice Model Contest
is open to all attendees and you do
not have to be a member of the
NMRA to enter. The contest is very
informal and the Meet’s attendees
judge the models.  You will even get
a prize ribbon for your efforts.

If you are interested in having your
model qualify for the NMRA’s
Achievement Program, we will also
have your model judged for a Merit
Award.  To get an NMRA Merit
Award for your model you must be a
member of NMRA.  NMRA qualified
people do the judging according to a
predetermined point system and
standards.  Models receiving 87.5
points or more out of a maximum of
125 will receive a Merit Award.
Models with Merit Awards can be
counted when you apply for the various
Achievement Certificates.

Why not plan on bringing some models
to Auburn?
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THE NATIONAL MODEL
RAILROAD ASSOCIATION’S

ACHIEVEMENT PROGRAM

The NMRA’s Achievement Program gives
recognition to those members who
demonstrate superior craftsmanship in building
models, or operating them.  In addition superior
service to the hobby is recognized.

If you are interested in obtaining any of the
Achievement Certificates, I am here to help
you.  I can get the proper forms for you, assist
in their completion, explain the rules and get
rule clarifications, arrange for the judging of
your models and process the applications
through the proper channels.

The achievement categories
that are available are:

RAILROAD EQUIPMENT
Motive Power
Cars

RAILROAD SETTING
Structures
Scenery
Prototype Models

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION
AND OPERATION

Civil
Electrical
Chief Dispatcher

SERVICE TO THE HOBBY AND
 NMRA

Association Official
Association Volunteer
Model Railroad Author

     MASTER MODELRAILROADER

Perhaps you are well on the way in several of
these categories.              Why not finish up?
Give me a call at:

585-427-9159 or E-mail
haroldrussell@juno.com

Harold Russell
Lakeshores Division
Achievement Program Coordinator

Medina Railroad Museum
Gets Grant

The Medina Railroad Museum in Medina, NY, now the
largest railroad museum in New York State, has
received a grant from the East Hill Foundation for $8000.
This money will be used to construct track on the West
Division of the large HO scale, standard gauge layout, a
section 14 feet by 102 feet.

The East Division, the other 14 feet by 102 feet (wow
that’s 14’ x 204’ total) section of the layout  is coming
along nicely with the direction of Linda Klein as key
coordinator of the scenery effort.  The picture below
shows some of the new scenery on the East Division.
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Coming Events

MARCH 2003

1 Grand Island, NY – NMRA NFR International Division Meet, Grand Island Rec center, 3278
Whitehaven Road, Grand Island, NY   Clinics – scenery and track in am.  Starts at 9:30am  Fee is
$2.00 for  NMRA members and $4.00 for non-members.   Info:  Chuck Faist at faist@hwcn.org

1-2:      Elbridge, NY – Central NY Model RR Club Open House,  Info:  315-638-4774   www.cnymrrc.com

9:           Farmington, NY  - T. T. C. S. Toy train Meet,  Finger Lakes Racetrack, Rt. 96 east of Victor,10:00 –
               3:00   Contact:  Bob Mooney 585-223-6338

20:   Rochester, NY – National Railway Historical Society, Rochester Chapter meeting 40&8 Club,
               University Avenue  7:00pm, Free

23:         West Seneca, NY – WNY Train Masters, Flea Market, Iron Worker’s Hall , Hours 10:00am – 3:00pm,
                Fee $4.00   Address:  196 Orchard Park Road, West Seneca, NY   Info:  716-984-8399

30:         Rochester, NY – RIT Spring Train Show and Sale. 10:00 am - 3:30 pm, adm. $3.00. RIT Student
              Union, Henrietta, NY. For club exhibits, dealer tables, or more info, contact Chris Stillson
              at 585-275-2227, or visit www.ritmrc.org.

30:          Syracuse, NY  -  T.T.C.S. Empire State Meet, Knights of Columbus, 135 State Fair Blvd., 11:00AM – 
  3:00PM     Donation:  $4.00  Info:  315-652-8340

APRIL 2003

5 – 6:          Timonium, MD - Great Scale Model Train Show & All –American Hi-Rail & Collectors Show

5 - 6:        Frankfort, NY, Funtrak Model Railroad Club, VFW Post 502, Acme Road  Info:  Brian King
        315-894-1149  11:00 – 5:00pm   11:00 – 4:00pm

6:              Batavia, NY – GSME Great Batavia Train Show, Batavia Downs 9:30 – 3:30, Contact: Mike
      Pyszczek  e-mail:   pyzek@iinc.com      Donation;  $4.00

12:             Auburn, NY  - NMRA/NRF/LSD Spring Meet, Caygua Model RR Club, 3 Genesee Street,
      3 clinics in the morning and five layout tours in the afternoon.  Clinics will cover: Flex Track
      Tips, Unusual Sources for Modeling Supplies, and Casting, Installing, and Coloring Stone
      Retaining Walls.  Door prizes, refreshments, and model contest.  For more information:
      e-mail Dave Mitchell at:   dbmitch@frontiernet.net   or 585-671-4066

17:      Rochester, NY – National Railway Historical Society, Rochester Chapter meeting 40&8 Club,
                  University Avenue  7:00pm, Free

25 – 26:      York, PA – TCA

26-27:          Lockport, NY – NFC/NRHS, Railroad Showcase 2003, Kenan Center, 195 Beattie, Ave,
                      Sat 10 to 5, Sun. 10 – 4   Fee:  $4.00

26-27:        Ithaca, NY – Finger Lakes Railfair, 1767 East Shore Drive,  “The Field”, Info: Bob Dolan
      607-533-4120     www.lehighvalleyrr.com
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MAY 2002

3 Burlington, NY – International Division Meet, layout tours meet,  Fee - $2.00 for NMRA   members,
and $4.000 for non-members,  Info:  Chuck Faist  at  Faist@hwcn.org

15:      Rochester, NY – National Railway Historical Society, Rochester Chapter meeting 40&8 Club,
                  University Avenue  7:00pm, Free

JUNE 2003

7:         Syracuse, NY - Trains in the Garden, Garden Railway Tours, Route 31 & Henry Clay
                  Blvd.  Info:  Don Weeks 315-625-4380

20-22:        Utica, NY - Thomas the Tank Engine day , Adirondack Scenic Railroad

21-22:        Timonium, MD – Great Scale Model Train Show & All-American Hi-Rail & Collectors Show

JULY 2003

 13 – 19:    Toronto, Canada -  NMRA National Convention, Mapleleaf 2003, Contact;  www.ml2003.com
                  or e-mail to:  registrar@ml2003.com   Over 200 clinics and 150 layout tours.
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FOR SALE:

Rail - I have an extra bundle of
weathered code 70 rail to sell.  I need
some code 83 rail.      Anybody want to
buy, sell, or trade?    Ted Larson
585-223-0917

Tank Car, G scale, single dome
chemical tank car,  ART – 41307
Kodak Chemical, Aristo – Craft Trains,
E. K. C. X. 41307, yellow and red, new
in box,  $99  585-924-8379

Caboose – HO scale, Mantua # 725-
08, RTR, old time caboose, Denver and
Rio Grande Western,  # 145 on
caboose, dark red, new in box, $ 8.00
585-924-8379

Caboose – HO scale, Roundhouse #
03443, kit, Pennsylvania # 981672, 30’,
3 window wood caboose, dark red, new
in box, $ 8.00   585-924-8379




